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MDI is very different between ILC and CLIC: 
 
 Organization wise (ILC in experiments, CLIC on machine side) 
 QD0 technology (ILC cold, CLIC warm) 
 Time structure of beam arrival 
 IP feedback (ILC digital, CLIC analog) 

 

Still worth looking for synergies: 
 
 Can hybrid QD0 technology be applied to ILC? Consequences? 
 Spent beam design could be more similar 
 Muon sweeping in BDS (BDS or MDI?) 
 Others? 

 



 CLIC went for hybrid, warm technology. 
Choice mainly driven by stabilization requirements. 

 This choice impacts on many aspects in MDI: 
 QD0 design itself 

 Anti-solenoid is imperative for PM protection 
 No cryo-pumping ‘for free’ 
 Integration issues 
 ……. 

 L* not yet definitively clarified. Impact on integration issues. 

 Michele Modena has had a first look at QD0 adaptation to ILC. 
 Many related aspects go well beyond QD0 itself and involve MDI. 
 Hybrid technology could also be an option at ATF2 





 Both in ILC and CLIC the spent beam must be transported away 
cleanly through the experiment onto the beam dumps. 

 On the CLIC side a new design has been presented at the 
Hamburg workshop by Lawrence Deacon, who now left CERN. 
This new design has many advantages w.r.t. the old one: 
 Magnet lifetime 

 Power consumption 
 Cost 

It may be considered whether a similar design could be applied 
to ILC. 







 In ILC the muon sweeping is based on dipole magnets. 
 Need precise machining 

 Bulky 
 Costly 

 Effect on main beam to be compensated (hence radiation) 
 For CLIC we propose toroidal fields 

 Zero field on the beam 

 Therefore weaker requirements on engineering precision 
 Less bulky, do not obstruct the tunnel 
 Cheaper 

 Maybe a combination of the two can be considered 
 Initial sweeping with dipoles (both polarities present) 
 Then toroids  



 There are some fields of synergy 

We propose to follow these up in our MDI meetings with 

input from ILC colleagues. 


